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Curtis M

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very happy with this product 











Philip K

on
07/21/2021




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Goes bang with the big boys! 











Ronald E

on
01/04/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Enjoyed this gun but ended trading it for a Colt of about the same size. Wish I had it back as it shot to point of aim better than the Colt. But the shop had already sold it by the time I got back to reclaim. The Colt sits in the safe and is awaiting the time it will be traded for the Rossi R46102 Model 461 6RD 357MAG/38SP +P 2 











Patrick M

on
02/01/2018




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










What can I say positive about this revolver way too many light primer strikes was super picky in regards to ammo and just overall unreliable so it quickly left my collection so as far as my review goes try-before-you-buy 











Michael K

on
01/11/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bought this gun in February 2015 have been very pleased with this revolver. Love the ability to conceal it easy as a CCW. This gun shoots very nice and packs that magnum punch that I was looking for. Not a Smith & Wesson Magnum but I would put it up against one any day. Have shot it less than 600 rounds only because of other firearms that I use. Nice back up piece to any semi-automatic. My third purchase from Bud's and will be buying more very pleased with BUDSGUNSHOP.COM 











Gil R

on
10/14/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought this revolver about a year ago. Took it out of the box, cleaned it and off to the range. First 100 rounds were 38's and not one problem. Next trip another 100 rounds of 38 +P and .357 and still no problems. As to date have ran about 800 rounds including .357 +P. Flawless gun that will take any round available on the market today. I have several auto's and shotguns in the house but this one is in a mattress holster on my bed. That says it all as to what I trust in for dependability. I really wanted another one for a truck gun but Bud's hasn't had them in stock for awhile. Seems Bud's is taking inventory control a little to seriously. 











George L

on
05/03/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I like this one looks and shoots good, nice finish on it. 











Yohandry R

on
08/07/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have yet to shoot this firearm. But first come first buds service us too notch! Ordered my gun on Wednesday and then got it on Friday! This my third purchase from them and I will never go anywhere else. You simply cannot compare the majority of the price to your local gun store. My Rossi was St $279 and only $20 to my ffl dealer. The gun came in prestige condition. Don't even have to clean it. The wheel spun fine and even dried fire it a few times. I cannot complain yet till I shoot it. If you want a good decent. 357/.38 revolver this is it. 











Jay Y

on
08/06/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my third purchase from Buds this year. I sent in a bank ck, Monday for Tuesday delivery for my Rossi 2" 357 mag revolver model 461 the price was $278.00. It was delivered to one of their preferred FFl's. where I buy most of my extras. THE 357 arrived in pristine condition. The cylinder was tight as a drum like my Ruger, Everything lined up perfectly. I hardly had to clean and lub it. Buds staff(James) walked me thru this step by step and didn't try to upsell me. My GS. was very happy to take care of me and the whole thing went smooth as silk. Why would anyone want to buy from someone else? Unless it's a used wheel, I see no reason to get a revolver from a GS. This is my third Rossi in 15yrs. all three were just super.. All of our other wheels are Rugers, except this one and i don't see any problems. I'm not going to fire 10,000 rounds out of this, My recommendation is research the daylights for the gun you want then see if Buds has it. 











Ernest G

on
05/16/2015




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Ordered this gun simply as a possible carry gun. Bluing is pretty sorry job, spotty in some areas especially on the barrel, but about what one might expect for a $300 gun from Brazil. Most on line pictures of gun look better than the one I received, Gun is also very lightweight for a 357 and I would not recommend continued use of that cartridge as I don't think this gun would hold up. 38 specials are fine as long as they are not Ps. Cannot hold a candle to any of my Smith's. If had to do it all over again knowing what I know now I would probably not purchase this gun. 











Michael D

on
02/11/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Unbelievably nice gun way nicer than the picture makes it look well well worth the money cheaper than any 357 mag and just as good as a Ruger 











Edwin C

on
01/22/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A Fine revolver. Picked up my 46102 today took it home, cleaned it and went to the range. Rossi has come a ways since I bought my last one( which has NEVER malfunctioned in thousands of rounds). Fit, finish and accuracy all quite acceptable for a firearm costing so little. I couldn't be more pleased. In the hands of a competent shooter this is a formidable little firearm. It does come shipped in a lot of cosmoline-like goo but when cleaned reveals a very nice finish. Buds of course is as always on target. 











Joe P

on
10/26/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I'm new to the Handgun world, i like rifles a lot more. But anyway i wanted a nice handgun in a revolver format for personal protection.There easy to maintain and i love the feel and rubber grip on this model 461. I'd like to thank Buds Gun Shop for the fast delivery, no problems what so ever ! I will order from Buds in the future.Thanks again 











Dylan L

on
09/16/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun..Buds was really quick.. but the "make offer is a joke"..you might save 2 or 3 bucks...may as well remove this feature...totally pointless option. Would recommend One Shot Trading Post to Tidewater Virginia purchasers in Va Beach area...they are really helpful and friendly. This gun is made by Taurus and finish and quality is superb..gun functions flawlessly. 











Walter H

on
07/11/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First off this is one well made handgun, the finish and grips are very well done the picture does not do it justice. It shoots and handles very good. It is very accurate. I shot several rounds of 38 thru it and there is little recoil. I bought this for my wife and she loves it. When shooting 357's thru it there is a world of difference in the recoil but that is to be expected. Very nice is all I can say and for the price it can't be beat. As in the past I received it in 5 day Bud's is a very good place to order firearm and will assist you with any problems or questions very professional. Thanks Buds from a satisfied customer and I will be back. 











Richard F

on
07/02/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Let me start by saying you get what you pay for.. I bought the Rossi thinking for the price ill give it a try.. And I'm glad I did. It turned out to be a good weapon for a good price.. I had some problems with it at first, it would lock up in double action. Make sure the first thing you do is give it a good cleaning, comes with some gunk on it.. After putting a 100 Rounds though it and a few cleanings this thing has been flawless. It's finish has held up good. The rubbery grips absorb recoil very good.. I would recommend this gun to anyone looking for a entry level revolver.. But like I said clean it and break it in before you pass judgement on it. It comes with a hammer lock key and a cardboard box.. It's far from a smith&wesson Or Ruger. Back to my point, for the money it's a quality gun.. Thanks.... For reading my review... 











Don B

on
04/16/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










WOW!!!!! I am so impressed with this gun.I had read some negative reviews about cylinder lock-up,poor craftsmanship,etc. But,not my gun. The cylinder twirls around smooth as butter,the weight of the gun is perfect.Although I haven't had the chance to shoot her,I know it's gonna be a party in my hands when I do.Thank you,Bud's for helping working joe's,like me,with your easy layaway plan and fast shipping. You guys rock!!!!!!!!!!!!! 











Harold F

on
04/01/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Mine is a keeper!!! Exceptional snubbie! Shoots point-of-aim from 7 yds. to 25 yds. Accuracy was 4" @ 25 yds (exceptional for a 2" snubbie). Beautiful finish with no machine marks. Handles .357 Magnum loads better that expected although .38 Special loads are what you want to practice with. I love the light/crisp SA trigger. No trigger slop. Cylinder is tight. The DA trigger was a tiny bit stiff but was glass-smooth. Absolutely no hangups or malfunctions even after 100 rounds (and a hot gun). I really like the firing pin in the hammer (vs. the clunky transfer bar system). The rubber grips are comfortable but a tad bit small for my large hands but I have this problem with most grips. I own MANY handguns and this particular revolver is superlative! I will definitely be buying Rossi/Braztech revolvers again! Oh yes, and I had the gun in only 3 business days from the day I ordered it from Buds. 











Keith W

on
03/28/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just recieved my Rossi today. Haven't even shot it yet(just snap cap dry firing) but the action is smooth and the gun feels good in my grip. Originally there was a problem with my original on-line ordee with inventory showing up "IN STOCK" but it was in error. This was not found until I had already made a number of payments. Bud's allowed me to change my Lay-Away payments to another gun without a hitch and even gave me a small discount. Overall a very good experience. Will keep aneye out for other guns I may want and would do business with Bud's again. 











Brian G

on
01/02/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great carry gun and a value for the money.. Well built and balanced. Cant beat lifetime warranty either! 











Jeffrey B

on
10/27/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










What a great gun for the money. Smooth trigger and nice grip. Packs a very big kick. After 20 rounds it begins to wear on your hand. Suggest 38 special rounds if you are doing a lot of shooting. 











William S

on
10/20/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just got back from shooting 50 rounds through this beast. Cleaned it and greased it before shooting and had no problems what so ever. Fired both double and single action and was perfect!! Pretty accurate at 10 yards all things considered. My arm is sore, but totally worth it. Love this gun and so happy to have a pocket cannon now. P.S. I only fired winchester .357 magnum through it so far. 











Michael O

on
10/09/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought this at Bud's several months ago and I just have to say this is the best little snub nose I have ever owned. Capable of firing .357 or .38 it is a pleasure to shoot or carry. I fired this at the range from eighty feet and I still could put a fairly good group on the target. For a two inch barrel I was extremely impressed! I would recommend this revolver to anyone! 











Timothy R

on
06/27/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Love the Rossi 461. With a pocket holster I carry this gun daily with no issues. At the range was able to hit targets from 25 yards out. Action works smooth but still tight. I`d guess a 10lb trigger pull. Great finish and easy carry. 38 +P shoot very well with the 357 Mag kicking hard. The muzzle flash is impressive. 











Noah G

on
06/13/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is an excellent revolver, especially for the price. I was a little worried because of some of the reviews, but was very satisfied when it arrived. I purchased it for someone that has never owned a handgun, and she loved it. The fit and finish is very good. Not excellent, but very good. It functioned perfectly, and did not have any of the issues some of the other purchasers have had. Not so far at least. It is the perfect size for medium sized hands and will conceal easily. It does seem a little light for the .357 rounds, and it soes kick, but thats to be expected in a snubbie. Overall, I am very happy with the gun, and I will be ordering another for myself. Transfer FFL was awesome. I actually ended up buying an XD from them because they were so nice to deal with. Will definately be going back. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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